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Abstract

We use information in higher-order moments to identify aggregate supply and aggregate

demand shocks for the U.S. economy. Traditional methods based on sign restrictions and/or

second-order moments yield only “set” or “interval” identification but higher-order moments

are shown to considerably aid identification. Aggregate supply shocks dominated recessions

in the 1970s and early 1980s, while aggregate demand shocks dominated most later recessions.

The Great Recession of 2008-2009 and the pandemic-induced recession of 2020 exhibited both

large negative aggregate demand and large negative aggregate supply shocks.
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I Introduction

Distinguishing aggregate supply (AS) shocks from aggregate demand (AD) shocks has

long been a central topic in empirical macroeconomics (e.g., Shapiro andWatson, 1988, Blan-

chard and Quah, 1989), in part because adverse demand shocks require different monetary

and fiscal policy responses than do adverse supply shocks. Accommodative monetary policy

may help offset a shortfall of aggregate demand but may be impotent or counterproductive

in the face of a negative aggregate supply shock. Recently, the Covid-19 pandemic and its

aftermath have brought the important differential effects of AS and AD shocks back to the

fore of economic and political debate. While economic lockdowns associated with the pan-

demic arguably represented large negative demand shocks, impaired supply chains certainly

affected aggregate supply, and various fiscal responses likely affected both aggregate supply

and aggregate demand.

We propose a new identification methodology to distinguish AS and AD shocks. We

only use stylized Keynesian definitions of aggregate supply and demand shocks, as moti-

vated, for instance by Blanchard (1989) and Gali (1992). In particular, we define aggregate

supply shocks as shocks that move inflation and real activity in opposite directions; con-

versely, demand shocks are defined as innovations that move inflation and real activity in

the same direction. Using such simple definitions of AS/AD shocks presents an immediate

identification problem. We must identify four loadings (the responses of GDP and inflation

to AS and AD shocks) but the covariance matrix of real activity and inflation shocks offers

only three moments. In Section II, we lay out this identification problem and propose us-

ing higher-order moments to resolve it. We rely primarily on fourth-order moments, which

are very significant in the data showing, economically and statistically, how identification

is delivered by co-kurtosis moments. Along the way, we discuss the related econometrics

literature (in particular, Lanne, Meitz and Saikkonen, 2017; and Lanne and Luoto, 2020).

Section III sets out the data we use, which include standard measures of real GDP

growth and inflation, but also survey forecasts for these variables. It turns out that, in
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the context of a vector autoregression (VAR), survey data significantly improve forecasting

power for real GDP growth and inflation. We also discuss our inference methodology, which

uses a bootstrap procedure.

Section IV is the core of the paper. Our definitions of AS/AD shocks impose sign restric-

tions on the responses of inflation and real GDP to those shocks. There is a vast literature

employing sign restrictions to aid identification in macroeconomic, mostly VAR, analyses

(Faust, 1998; Uhlig, 1998, 2017; Canova and de Nicolo, 2002; Uhlig, 2017). Baumeister and

Hamilton (2015) use sign restrictions to help achieve identification in a model of labor supply

and demand in a Bayesian setting. Uhlig (2005) shows how to conduct inference in a VAR

with sign restrictions imposed on the effects (measured using VAR impulse responses) of a

monetary policy shock. Our setup here is most reminiscent of Uhlig’s (2017) discussion of

a price/quantity supply/demand identification problem. Consistent with Uhlig’s proposals,

we identify the sensitivity of reduced-form shocks to the structural shocks while assuming

the structural shocks are mutually independent. Adding sign restrictions to information

from the covariance matrix substantially restricts the set of feasible parameters, but it does

not allow for complete identification. We show how to achieve identification using a simple

method of moments estimator that exploits information in kurtosis and co-kurtosis moments

of real activity and inflation. We account for sampling error in all the second- and fourth-

order moments used and find that these moments provide quite sharp identification of the

loadings of reduced-form shocks onto AS/AD shocks.

Small-sample concerns immediately jump to mind when using fourth-order moments

in relatively small samples of macro data. Using extensive Monte Carlo and bootstrapping

exercises, we show that the non-Gaussianities that we exploit in the data are robust to

small sample issues. In addition, we analyze the small sample properties of our estimators

and provide alternative confidence sets based on Anderson-Rubin tests (see Magnusson and

Mavroeidis, 2009). We also verify the robustness of our findings to alternative VAR spec-

ifications. These include a “larger” VAR that includes several other information variables
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instead of survey expectations, a VAR with time-varying parameters, and a regime-switching

VAR (Hamilton, 1989).

In Section V, we provide two validation exercises for our identification methodology.

First, we show that our AD shocks affect output only temporarily while our AS disturbances

have long-lasting effects on output. These two effects are consistent with the popular “long-

run” restrictions suggested in the classic paper by Blanchard and Quah (1989), even though

we do not impose them ex-ante. Second, we put our identification scheme to work to char-

acterize the nature of recessions in the US historical record going back to 1968. Using our

demand and supply shocks, we characterize the 1981-1982 and 2001 recessions as demand

driven, whereas the 1969-1970, 1973-1975, and 1980 recessions are mostly supply driven.

The results on the early recessions mostly corroborate earlier work by e.g. Gali (1992).

We then apply our work to study two notable episodes in recent US macroeconomic

history: the Great Recession and the Covid-19 crisis. There is a debate on the origins of

the Great Recession. Some researchers suggest that the event is well described as a large

negative aggregate demand shock (see, e.g., Mian and Sufi, 2014; Mian, Rao and Sufi, 2013;

and Benguria and Taylor, 2020). In contrast, Ireland (2011) and Mulligan (2012) stress the

importance of supply shocks. We find that negative demand shocks contributed more to the

Great Recession than supply shocks, though both AD and AS shocks were large.

We finally proceed to quantify the AS/AD composition of the Covid-19 recession and

recovery, contributing to a rapidly developing literature studying the effects of the Covid-

19 episode on macroeconomic activity. We estimate that the real GDP growth shocks for

2020:Q1 and 2020:Q2 were -1.63% (not at an annual rate) and an astounding -8.81%, re-

spectively, and both were due in roughly equal parts to negative demand and supply shocks.

These findings are consistent with del Rio-Chanona et al (2020), who provide estimates of

“first-order” supply and demand shocks using micro data for the Covid-19 episode and also

find both large demand and supply components. As the economy recovered in 2020:Q3-

2021:Q1, with shocks to real GDP totaling a positive 4.63% (not at an annual rate), positive
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demand shocks accounted for essentially all of the recovery, with supply shocks contributing

a small negative amount.

II Modeling and estimating aggregate supply and de-

mand shocks

In this section, we outline how we identify and estimate aggregate supply and demand

shocks by combining sign restrictions and higher order moments of macroeconomic data.

A Defining and identifying aggregate supply and aggregate de-

mand shocks

Consider a bivariate system in real GDP growth, , and inflation, :

 = −1 [] +  (1)

 = −1 [] + 

where −1 denotes the expectation operator conditional on information available at

time (− 1). The variables  and  are reduced-form shocks. As described in Section

IV, we use a VAR to identify these reduced-form shocks. Next, we model the reduced-form

shocks as linear combinations of two structural shocks, labeled supply and demand, and

denoted  and  , respectively:⎡⎢⎣ 



⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣ 



⎤⎥⎦ where  =

⎡⎢⎣ − 

 

⎤⎥⎦ (2)

The  parameters in  are the loadings of the reduced-form shocks onto the supply

and demand shocks. Our sign restrictions are that all of the  parameters are positive. The

first fundamental economic shock,  , is an aggregate supply shock, defined so that positive

supply shocks increase  but decrease . More generally, supply shocks move GDP growth

and inflation in opposite directions. The second fundamental shock,  , is an aggregate
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demand shock, which moves GDP growth and inflation in the same direction, with positive

demand shocks driving up both  and . Supply and demand shocks are assumed to be

independent and, without loss of generality, to have unit variance. Our use of sign restrictions

is different from the common methodology in macroeconomics, pioneered by Faust (1998),

Canova and De Nicolo (2002) and Uhlig (2005), which impose sign restrictions on impulse

responses to aid identification. Uhlig (2017) presents a framework which uses simple sign

restrictions on demand and supply for a generic good in the same manner that we propose,

also assuming that the shocks are independent (see Assumption A.7 in Uhlig, 2017.)

Our definitions of supply and demand constitute a minimal set of assumptions that are

consistent with many Keynesian structural models (Blanchard, 1989; Gali, 1992). Section

V verifies, ex-post, whether the long-run effects of aggregate demand shocks are reflected

mostly in prices and wages, not in output, and aggregate supply shocks, which include shocks

to productivity, are more likely to have long-run effects on output, as in Blanchard and Quah

(1989). Of course, these supply and demand shocks definitions do not necessarily correspond

to demand and supply shocks in, say, a New Keynesian framework (see e.g. Woodford, 2003)

or identified VARs in the Sims tradition (Sims, 1980).1

Returning to the identification problem, note that the sample covariance matrix of the

reduced-form shocks from the bivariate system in equation (1) only yields three unique

moments, but we need to identify four  coefficients in equation (2) to extract the supply

and demand shocks. In particular, the unconditional covariance matrix for inflation and

growth shocks is:

 ([  

 ]) =

⎡⎢⎣ 2 + 2 − + 

− +  2 + 2

⎤⎥⎦ (3)

There are infinitely many combinations of the loadings in the vector [   ]

that are consistent with the sample covariance matrix of inflation and growth shocks, with

1Furlanetto, Ravazzolo, and Sarferaz (2019) also employ similar sign restrictions to help identify demand

and supply shocks in a larger VAR with more variables. We apply our methodology to a larger VAR in

Section IV.E. Furthermore, in some models the “supply” shocks might move real activity and inflation in

the same direction: see, for instance, news shocks in Cochrane (1994).
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only a subset matching the sign restrictions. Thus, only a feasible set of loadings (still an

infinitude), and not a unique vector can be identified based on sign restrictions alone, a

situation sometimes referred to as “set identification.”

Researchers have taken a variety of approaches to conduct inference when faced with

set identification. Perhaps the most common approach is to impose additional “zero restric-

tions” by assuming that certain structural shocks do not affect some reduced-forms shocks

contemporaneously. Cholesky decompositions of the covariance matrix are an example of

this approach. That approach is not appropriate for our problem for the simple reason that

it is not plausible that supply and demand shocks do not affect both output and inflation

contemporaneously. An alternative approach was pioneered by Uhlig (2005) who samples

on an equal weighted basis from all possible combinations of loadings that obey the sign re-

strictions. Uhlig (2017) emphasizes that a number of additional assumptions can be used to

narrow down the set of parameters that both obey the sign restrictions and fit the covariance

matrix. Our key contribution to this literature is to use higher-order moments to provide

sharper inference relative to what can be accomplished with set identification alone.2

B Sharpening inference using higher-order moments

We next show how higher-order moments can provide useful identifying information.

This effort is part of a growing econometric literature on using higher-order moments to

achieve identification. Lanne, Meitz, and Saikkonen (2017) provide a general VAR framework

with non-Gaussian innovations, and show how higher order moments help obtain identifi-

cation. Estimation proceeds by maximum likelihood, whereas we propose a moments-based

estimation, imposing minimal assumptions. Lanne and Luoto (2021), in a contemporaneous

paper, also propose a moments-based estimation, but their paper is ideologically different

2A large recent literature complements sign restrictions with additional information to obtain identifica-

tion. Kilian and Murphy (2012) show that sign restrictions are not sufficient to identify AS and AD shocks

in a model focusing on oil shocks; Antolin-Diaz and Rubio-Ramirez (2018) use “narrative sign restrictions,

” and Canova and Paustian (2011) compare different model specifications based on the sign of the impulse

response functions instead of likelihood tests which might be non-robust.
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— they propose an identification of uncorrelated shocks and then assign them an economic

meaning. We reverse the order, first defining the shocks economically, then showing how to

estimate them. This approach is more in line with the original Uhlig (2005) article.3

We focus on fourth-order moments because those turn out to be the most strongly sta-

tistically significant in our sample. In alternative empirical settings, skewness statistics may

prove helpful. Here are the analytic expressions for the univariate excess kurtosis moment

(denoted ) of the two reduced-form shocks under the assumptions of the structural model

equations:

 (   ) =
4  + 4 

2 ()
(4)

 (   ) =
4  + 4 

2 ()

where  and  represent the unconditional excess kurtosis of supply and demand

shocks, respectively, and  denotes variance. This equation and the subsequent equa-

tions are derived in Online Appendix A. Note that the assumptions of unit variance of the

structural shocks and their independence are imposed. Unsurprisingly, the excess kurtosis

moments of the reduced-form shocks are increasing functions of the excess kurtosis of the

structural shocks. Adding just these two moments cannot resolve the identification problem

because we must also estimate two additional parameters ( and ). However, three

additional cross-excess kurtosis moments are also available. The first is a “symmetric” cross

kurtosis moment involving second powers of both inflation and growth, which can be written:

 (   ) =


¡
2 

2


¢
 ()  ()

− 22 ( ) (5)

=
2

2
  + 2

2
 

 ()  ()

where  ( ) denotes the correlation coefficient of shocks to inflation and growth. (Re-

call that  (),  () and  ( ) are simple functions of the  parameters in ).

The top line shows that this moment measures the degree to which the squared values of

3There is an additional voluminous literature that exploits dynamic properties of shocks, including het-

eroskedasticity (mostly implying unconditional non-Gaussianities), to achieve identification (see e.g. Brun-

nermeier et al, 2021; Gourieroux et al, 2020).
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the two shocks covary (in excess of what would be expected just because they have non-

zero correlation, which is captured by the second term). If inflation and growth tend to be

volatile or quiescent at the same time, this moment is positive. As shown by the second line,

under our linear structure, excess kurtosis of the structural shocks contributes positively to

this moment. This moment may aid identification because it requires no additional parame-

ters under the maintained assumption that supply and demand shocks are independent (in

particular that supply and demand shocks do not themselves have excess cross kurtosis).

In addition, two other fourth-order moments are available that may further sharpen our

inference. These are the two “asymmetric” cross kurtosis moments, for instance:

 (   ) =
 (3 )

 ()32  ()12
− 3 ( ) (6)

A positive value for this moment means that, conditional on a positive (negative) growth

shock, inflation shocks tend to be positively (negatively) skewed. Once again, the second

term controls for what would be expected just because the series are correlated. The analytic

expressions for this moment and its sibling, are

 (   ) =
−3  + 3 
32 () 12 ()

(7)

 (   ) =
−3  + 

3
 

12 () 32 ()

Excess kurtosis of the supply shock has a negative effect on both of these moments. The

intuition is clear: it is supply shocks that cause inflation and real growth to move in opposite

directions. If the supply shock tends to take on extreme values, there is a propensity for

inflation shocks to be positive (negative) when growth shocks are extremely negative (pos-

itive). An example is a large stagflation shock. However, if the excess kurtosis of demand

shocks dominates, then inflation shocks tend to be positive (negative) when growth shocks

are extremely positive (negative). As an example of this kind of dependence, the deeply

negative readings on growth during the 2008-2009 Great Recession and the Covid-19 crisis

were accompanied by negative inflation shocks. To see how these moments may help identify

the  parameters, suppose that the kurtosis of supply and demand shocks is similar. Then a
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high inflation sensitivity to supply shocks () relative to its sensitivity to demand shocks

() lowers the co-kurtosis moment with inflation to the third power much more than it

lowers the moment with GDP growth to the third power, and vice versa, all else equal. Note

that fitting these asymmetric excess cross-kurtosis moments does not require estimating any

additional parameters, given the independence of the structural shocks.

With the aid of these fourth-order moments we can, in principle, identify the loading pa-

rameters. This is true in a counting sense: we must estimate six parameters, [     ]

and we have eight available moments. That said, the degree to which these moments lead

to sharp inference of the  parameters obviously depends on how precisely we can estimate

them.

III Data and Inference

A Data

Our primary measures of reduced-form macroeconomic shocks are innovations to actual,

real time (not revised) real GDP growth and inflation, as measured by the GDP deflator.

These are gathered from the Real Time Dataset for Economists at the website of the Federal

Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. We use real-time data releases for GDP and inflation, follow-

ing Tulip (2005) and Faust andWright (2013), who argue that it makes little sense to evaluate

forecasts against final-revised data, which may not be available until many quarters later

and because subsequent revisions often reflect definitional changes as opposed to additional

data becoming available.4 First-release data also have the advantage of not being suscepti-

ble to look-ahead bias in that future data cannot affect current measurement. We provide

a robustness check using the final revised data in Section IV.E. We also use survey-based

expectations of real GDP and GDP inflation from the Survey of Professional Forecasters as

4Ghysels et at (2018) note that forecasting bond returns is substantially more challenging when using

real-time macroeconomic data as opposed to final revised data.
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information variables. In particular, we use one-quarter ahead forecasts that are made 5

months before the calendar-end date of each target quarter. The use of first-release data is

advantageous when used in conjunction with survey-based data because the surveys attempt

to forecast GDP and inflation under the definitions and measurement procedures that were

in place at the time.

Our data are quarterly, the units of both real GDP growth and inflation are log differ-

ences multiplied by 400, and the sample period is 1968Q4-2020Q1. We intentionally exclude

data from 2020Q2 onwards because the astronomical values of the shocks to macroeconomic

data during the height of the Covid-19 crisis tend to swamp other variation in the sample.

We instead investigate the Covid-19 episode as an out-of-sample exercise.

B Inference

To identify shocks to real GDP growth and inflation, we use a VAR. Cognizant of

small-sample biases, we rely on robust bootstrap procedures to conduct inference regarding

our VAR parameters and other “downstream” parameters such as the second-and higher-

order unconditional moments of the VAR residuals. We begin with “XY” bootstrapping.

In particular, for a vector of jointly endogenous variables, , assuming a first-order VAR,

we first sample from the joint data vector [ −1] in blocks of 20 quarters. We creating

10,000 synthetic samples [ −1]
  each having length equal to that of our data. We

estimate VAR parameters for each synthetic sample. For the parameters of the first-order

VAR, these are just the coefficients from a regression of  
 onto  

−1 . In addition, we

use each bootstrapped data set to calculate the downstream estimated parameters, such as

the higher-order moments of the VAR residuals. We use the covariance matrix of parameter

estimates across synthetic samples as the sampling covariance matrix of the parameters.

The method of moments procedure delivering [     ] requires addi-

tional bootstrap procedures to account for sampling error in the weighting matrix. These

are described in Outline Appendix B. Section IV.D considers further finite sample analyzes
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of key test statistics and parameter distributions. We also establish that non-Gaussianities

in the data are strong, rejecting the null of Gaussianity with a powerful test, taking into

account finite sample issues.

IV Identification Results

A Estimating reduced-form shocks

Our VAR for real GDP growth and inflation can potentially include measures of survey-

based expectations as information variables. To select the optimal specification in terms of

lag length and to determine whether the data support inclusion of the information variables,

we use the Bayesian AICc and BIC criteria.5 The top panel of Table 1 presents results

from these model-selection tests. We find that among the four specifications we test, the

VAR with lag length 1 and including the information variables is optimal according to both

criteria. In addition, for each specification we report standard Ljung-Box test p-values

for first-order serial correlation in the residuals for inflation and GDP. The information

variables help remove residual autocorrelation for the inflation residual. Concretely, our

chosen specification is

 = +−1 +  (8)

where  = [   (+1)   (+1)].  (+1) and  (+1) are survey expectations for

inflation and real GDP growth from the Survey of Professional Forecasters. Survey forecasts

have been shown to be very informative about future inflation (see Ang, Bekaert and Wei,

2007; and Faust and Wright, 2013). We view GDP and inflation forecasts as variables that

summarize and rapidly react to reams of information in the economy, rendering the inflation

and growth residuals orthogonal to past information in a parsimonious fashion. Our simple

approach to append the expectations variables to the VAR also differs from a recent literature

combining standard VARs with information in survey forecasts, usually employing Bayesian

5AICc refers to the AIC criterion corrected for small sample sizes, see Cavanaugh (1997).
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methods (see Wright, 2012; Kruger, Clark and Ravazzolo, 2017; Tallman and Zaman, 2020;

and Doh and Smith, 2022). If the surveys represent rational expectations, the coefficients

on these variables should be one, but we let the data decide how much weight to put on the

forecast variables.

The estimated coefficients from the feedback matrix, , in the VAR are reported in Panel

B of Table 1. Conditional expectations under the VAR for inflation load with coefficients

of roughly 0.40 and 0.60 on past data and survey expectations, respectively. The VAR-

based conditional expectation for GDP growth loads with coefficients of about 0.15 and 0.82

on past data and survey expectations, respectively. Clearly, survey-based expectations are

very informative for forecasting inflation and real activity. Survey-based expectations are

substantially persistent, with high autoregressive coefficients. In addition, higher realized

inflation and higher realized growth both forecast increases in survey-based expectations

for inflation. Survey-based expectations for GDP growth react negatively to higher realized

inflation. All of these coefficients are statistically significant according to our bootstrapped

standard errors.

Figure 1 plots the residuals from the chosen VAR for inflation and real GDP growth with

NBER-dated recessions indicated with shading. As can be seen in the top panel, inflation

shocks were positive during the recessions in the 1970s, but tended to be negative during

recessions from the 1980s forward. Turning to the bottom panel, as expected, shocks to real

GDP are negative during recessions throughout the sample. These patterns significantly

inform our characterization of recessions as being either “supply-driven” or “demand-driven”

in subsequent sections.

B Identification of structural shocks: step-by-step illustration

To identify the structural shocks for the VAR, we model  as:

 =

⎡⎢⎣ 

 

⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ 



⎤⎥⎦+ Ω (9)
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where, as before,  is a 4x1 vector of shocks from the VAR in equation (8);  has already

been introduced in equation (2) as the 2x2 matrix that contains the loadings of inflation

and real GDP growth shocks onto supply and demand shocks, and represents the key set of

parameters that we wish to identify.   is a 2x2 matrix that contains the loadings of the two

information variables in the VAR onto supply and demand shocks, and  is a 2x1 vector of

i.i.d. shocks that affect only the information variables in the VAR, and not inflation or real

GDP growth. Therefore, Ω is a 4x2 matrix with zeros in the upper 2x2 block. To illustrate

how higher-order moments sharpen identification of  , we first examine estimation of the

system using second-order moments and sign restrictions alone.

1 Sign restrictions and second-order moments

Table 2, Panel A reports estimates of the three unconditional second-order moments

that are available from the time series estimates of  and  . The unconditional standard

deviations of  and  are fairly precisely estimated, but the correlation between the two

is close to zero at −016 and not statistically significant using our bootstrapped standard
errors. As discussed above, there are infinitely many possible combinations of the loadings in

[   ] that are all consistent with the sample covariance matrix of inflation and

growth shocks, and this under-identification occurs because only three second-order moments

are available while we have four parameters to estimate.

The top panel of Figure 2 presents an illustration of all loadings (each loading is a 4-

tuple) that match the sample second moments exactly, and satisfy the sign restrictions. To

index the sets of loadings and plot them in a systematic manner, the units of the horizon-

tal axis are , plotted on the (positive) interval [0 03]. As a result, the 45 degree line

of asterisks shows values for . To calculate the combinations that fit the second-order

moments, we condition on each value for . Next, using equation (3), we have the rela-

tion 2 = ± (d ()− 2) with the plus symbols plotting the positive solutions to this

equation. Continuing, conditional on  and , the expressions in equation (3) for the
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covariance between inflation and growth and for the variance of growth yield a system with

two quadratic equations for simultaneously determining  and . That is, [ ] solvesd () = 2+ 2 and c ( ) = −+ , conditional on each pair [ ]

and the sample statistics. These solutions for  and  are plotted as the black diamonds

and triangles, respectively. The four lines thus represent the combinations of loadings that

both fit the sign restrictions and match all the three second-order moments exactly. This

illustrates the limited “set” or “interval” identification that sign restrictions provide.

2 Adding information in higher-order moments

Even though we only use fourth-order moments to aid in identification, for completeness,

we report in Table 3, Panels B and C, estimates for both third- and fourth-order moments

of the VAR residuals for inflation and real growth. Using our bootstrapped standard er-

rors, there are no individually significant third-order moments. There are, however, three

fourth-order moments that are individually significant. In particular, both  and  have

significant excess univariate kurtosis, and the symmetric cross-kurtosis moment, denoted

 (   ) in the table, is positive and significant as well. This suggests that the

volatilities of inflation and growth tend to increase in tandem. Both asymmetric cross kur-

tosis moments are negative, suggesting, for instance, that growth shocks tend to be more

negatively skewed when inflation shocks are positive. Panel D of Table 3 reports tests due

to Jarque and Bera (1980, “JB”) for detection of non-Gaussianity. Section IV.D. shows

these tests to have excellent small-sample properties in our setting. Both univariate JB tests

for GDP growth and inflation as well as the bivariate JB test strongly reject the null of

Gaussianity using bootstrapped p-values.

The bottom panel of Figure 2 illustrate how these higher-order moments can be used

to narrow down the set identification provided in the top panel. The panel reports results

from the following exercise. Conditional on each configuration of [   ] in the

top panel (that is, each vertical slice of parameters in the top panel) all of which fit the
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second moments perfectly and obey the sign restrictions, we estimate  and  to fit

the univariate kurtosis moments and the three cross kurtosis moment of inflation and real

growth as well as possible. Then we judge which sets of loadings are most supported by

the fourth-order moments using a goodness-of-fit statistic. Specifically, we use a classical

minimum distance (CMD, see Wooldridge 2002 for a textbook treatment) setup in which we

seek to match five statistics (the  moments in Table 3, Panel C) using two parameters

( and  introduced in equation (4)). Formally,

 (   ) = min
[]

½³
 − b´0c ³

 − b´¾ (10)

where  is a 5x1 vector containing fitted values for the fourth order moments while b
contains the sample counterparts from Table 3. As shown by equations (4),(5) and (7), 

is a function of each vector [b b b b] from the top panel of Figure 2 as well as the

parameters to be estimated by CMD,  and . Because the system is overidentified,

the estimation requires a weighting matrix, c . We use the inverse of the (bootstrapped)
covariance matrix of b so that the J-statistic from each CMD estimation is a goodness-of-

fit test statistic which is asymptotically distributed as 2 (3) distribution.6 The horizontal

line in the panel depicts the 5 percent critical value for a 2 (3) distribution. The series

of  statistics exhibit a single well that visibly narrows the set of plausible configurations

of the loading vector. The vertical line at 0.23 highlights the minimum of the -statistic,

which corresponds to the values for the  parameters at the corresponding vertical line in the

upper panel. All values below the horizontal line fail to reject a perfect fit of the higher-order

moments.

Of course, this is just an informal illustration of how higher-order moments can sharpen

inference. While we could identify the parameters associated with the minimum −statistic,
this approach would insist that the second-order moments be fit perfectly in the first step,

ignoring sampling error in those moments. This does not use all of the available information

6This ignores the sampling error in [b b b b]. Section IV.D. examines the finite-sample distri-
bution of the J-statistic for the full estimation.
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efficiently, which may be particularly important in our case because one of the second-order

moments, the unconditional correlation between inflation and real GDP shocks, is quite weak

in the data, as discussed above.

C One step identification

A more efficient way to estimate the elements of  , [   ], is to use a

one-step CMD estimation in which the three available second-order moments and the five

available fourth-order moments are used to jointly to select the values for  that also obey

the sign restrictions. Specifically, we fit the 8 statistics

 =

⎡⎢⎣  ()   ()   ( )   (   )   (   ) 

 (   )   (   )   (   )

⎤⎥⎦
reported in Table 3 using the 6 parameters, [     ]. This is a CMD

system with two degrees of overidentification. Formally, the CMD estimation solves the

problem:

[     ] = argmin

½³
 − b´0c ³

 − b´¾  (11)

Once again, we use the inverse of the (bootstrapped) covariance matrix of the 8 statistics

as the weighting matrix, c . Clearly, c is an important input to the calculation of the 6

CMD parameters. Even though the covariance matrix on which c is based, is calculated

using a bootstrap procedure that should be relatively robust to small sample problems, the

weighting matrix is still a source of sampling error of which we need to take proper account.

To do so, we use a compound bootstrap, which is described in Online Appendix B.

The results of the CMD estimation with the compound bootstrap used to generate

standard errors are reported in Table 3, Panel A. The estimates of the loading matrix,  ,

are listed in the top row. All loadings are highly statistically significant. Inflation shocks

load (negatively, in accordance with the imposed sign restriction) onto supply shocks with an

implied coefficient of −02432 and positively onto demand shocks with a coefficient of 02292.
These relatively balanced loadings (given that supply and demand shocks both have unit
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variance by assumption), imply that variation in inflation shocks owes, on an unconditional

basis, about equally to variation in supply and demand shocks. For real growth, the loading

on supply shocks is 04974 and the loading on demand shocks is 03626. Thus, about 65

percent (049742 (049742 + 036262)) of variation in growth shocks arises from supply shocks

on an unconditional basis. For comparison, the large symbols in the top panel of Figure 2

plot the fitted loadings from this one-step procedure against the set of loadings that obey

the sign restrictions and fit the second moments exactly. Not surprisingly, the loadings from

the one-step analysis do not lie exactly on those lines because the one-step analysis need not

fit the second moments perfectly. In addition, they do not lie on the vertical line because

they need not minimize the J-stat associated with the fourth-order moments alone.

As shown in the second block of Table 3, Panel A, both supply and demand shocks are

estimated to have significant, positive excess kurtosis of around 2.5. For comparison, this

value is roughly equivalent to the excess kurtosis of the distribution of monthly returns for

the S&P 500 index, widely recignized for its “fat tails,”which is 2.8 for the same sample

period.

Panels B and C of Table 3 report how well the CMD system is able to match the fitted

statistics. For ease of comparison, the sample statistics that are used in the estimation and

their standard errors are reproduced from Table 2. Reported in square brackets underneath

are the fitted values from the CMD estimation. All statistics are matched within one standard

error. The overidentification statistic, reported at the bottom of the table, is 1.10, so that

the model is not rejected (p-value 058).

Figure 3 depicts the supply and demand shocks that are recovered from the one-step

exercise. These estimates are easily obtained by inverting equation (2) using the parameter

estimates for  from the one-step CMD estimation. Supply shocks are plotted in the top

panel, demand shocks are in the bottom panel. Variation in supply shocks is clearly most

prevalent in the early part of the sample. This is consistent with episodes of stagflation (e.g.

as prompted by oil price shocks) that occurred in the 1970s and are generally associated
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with large supply disruptions. However, large negative supply shocks are also apparent

during the Great Recession of 2008-2009. Demand shocks are prominently negative for

all recessions since the 1980s, in particular during the “monetary policy experiment” from

1979-1980. They also show a sharp negative spike during the Great Recession. Still, there is

an apparent secular decline in demand shock volatility over the sample period, potentially

consistent with the Great Moderation.7

D Econometric Issues

Our identification procedure relies on a method of moments estimation, which features

higher order moments, raising concerns about poor small sample properties of our estimators,

and the possibility of weak identification. This section summarizes our extensive econometric

analysis assuaging these concerns. To conserve space, we relegate technical details and

detailed empirical results to the Online Appendix.

First, we analyze the small sample properties of various tests for non-Gaussianity of

the inflation and GDP growth shocks through Monte Carlo analysis. We consider three

different tests. The first test is a simple moment test of the 5 excess (co) kurtosis moments

for inflation and GDP growth being zero; the second test is of the LM type, where we set up

a GMM system to estimate those kurtosis moments under the null of normality and consider

the test of the over-identifying restrictions. Finally, we consider the standard JB test and a

multivariate extension, inspired by Zhou and Shao (2014).

Our findings rely on three Monte Carlo experiments. The first draws the structural

shocks (the demand and supply shocks, and the shocks for the two expectations variables)

from a joint i.i.d. Gaussian distribution, representing the null. To consider power, we use

7Angeletos et al. (2020) recently define a “main business cycle” (MBC) shock from a large VAR on 10

macro variables, representing the combination of the reduced from shocks that maximizes the explanatory

power for real activity variables. We replicated the Angeletos et al (2020) analysis for a sample extending

to 2020 (See the Online Appendix for technical details), and we find that the MBC shock loads positively

and significantly on both of our AS and AD shocks, although together they only span about one-half of the

variation in the MBC. This suggests that the MBC shock may be comprised, in part, of two very different

and economically meaningful shocks, one related to AS and another one related to AD.
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two data generating processes with empirically relevant non-Gaussian distributions for the

structural shocks. In one experiment, we use the t-distribution, in another a mixture of

normals distribution. The data generating processes match the excess kurtosis of the shocks.

We then reconstitute data using the estimated structural parameters (the ’s) and the VAR

parameters, delivering an artificial sample to which we apply our two-step estimation process,

including the moments estimation.

We find that the Wald moment test severely over-rejects in small samples and the LM

test lacks power. However, the JB tests have both good size and power properties. Using

these tests, we find very strong rejections of the null of Gaussianity for both inflation and

GDP growth shocks in our data. The estimated structural shocks themselves are also reliably

non-Gaussian.

Second, while our standard errors rely on small sample distributions generated by a com-

pound bootstrap procedure (see Online Appendix B), such distributions may be ill behaved.

To further assess the empirical distribution of the parameter estimates in Table 3, we com-

pare the bootstrapped distributions to Gaussian distributions of equal mean and standard

deviation, finding five of the six distributions for the parameters to be well approximated

by the corresponding Gaussian distribution. The distribution for  has a “shoulder” to

the left of the mode, presumably reflecting that some draws which over- or under-sample

particular historical periods can generate lower values for this parameter. Overall, these

empirical distributions bolster our confidence that the standard errors we report (and which

reflect all sources of sampling error in our estimation procedure) are meaningful.

Third, we further examine tests that are robust to potential weak identification, which,

in our context, would arise from the orthogonality conditions not being very sensitive to

parameter changes. These tests are known as Anderson-Rubin tests (AR henceforth), but

we rely on the treatment in Magnusson and Mavroeidis (2009). In our setting, the AR test is

equivalent to our J-statistic for overidentification, as it does not depend on the Jacobian of the

orthogonality conditions with respect to the parameter values. The asymptotic distribution
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for the J-statistic is 2 (2). Using the two empirically relevant Monte Carlo experiments

described above for non-Gaussianity tests, we derive the small sample distributions of the

J-statistic in the two cases. The J-test over-rejects in both cases, with the 5% finite sample

size being 20% for the t-distribution and 35% for the mixture of normals distribution data

generating process. Because our test value in the data is 1.10, we are quite far away from a

rejection under either the asymptotic, or the two small sample distributions.

Given a reliable small sample distribution for the over-identification test, we construct

“robust” AR confidence intervals for our main parameters. That is, we identify the set

of parameter vectors that does not prompt a rejection of the overidentification test, at

a particular confidence level, which we set at 90%. The procedure and results are fully

described in Online Appendix F. The AR confidence intervals are generally quite comparable

to, albeit a bit wider than, our bootstrap confidence intervals. The only slight concern

perhaps, is that the AR-based interval comprises, albeit marginally, zero for . Therefore,

the AR evidence does cast some doubt on the strength of the evidence in favor of fat tailed

supply shocks.

E Robustness

Our VAR, which incorporates survey expectations, and only uses two macro variables,

is non-standard relative to a large empirical macroeconomics literature. In this section, we

show that our results are robust when considering more standard “large” VARs, and when

accommodating more complex dynamics (in particular, regime switches and time variation in

the parameters). Again, we relegate technical details and detailed empirical results (including

multiple plots) to the Online Appendix.

First, we consider a “large” VAR with inflation, real GDP growth, the earnings-price

ratio for the S&P 500 (defined as trailing four-quarter earnings per share divided by the

current price per share), the federal funds rate, the 10-year Treasury yield minus the federal
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funds rate, and real consumption growth.8 Note that this VAR does not incorporate survey

expectations. For this robustness exercise, we employ exactly the same methodology as we

did for the parsimonious VAR to infer VAR residuals, and demand and supply shocks. We

find that the residuals for the baseline VAR and the large VAR are correlated 0.90 for both

inflation and GDP growth residuals. As the table in Online Appendix section C.3 shows, the

supply and demand loadings for both specifications are numerically and statistically very

close. In addition, the resulting supply and demand shocks are 0.89 correlated.9

Our baseline VAR does not include a monetary policy variable, which may potentially

undermine our identification of pure AD and AS shocks from inflation and real GDP inno-

vations. However, the larger VAR includes the federal funds rate. In a VAR with quarterly

data, the typical identification would order GDP growth and inflation before the monetary

policy variable as they are more slowly moving. If the VAR captures the reduced form dy-

namics well, the monetary policy responses to shocks should be reflected in the feedback

matrix (as monetary policy may have longer-lasting effects), and our AS/AD identification

should not be contaminated by monetary policy effects. In our baseline VAR, the use of

expectations variables may also be helpful. Monetary policy shocks likely affect our survey

forecast variables within a quarter as forecasters should respond to monetary policy news

quickly, and condition their forecasts on interest rates. These forecasts then help provide

better predictions of future inflation and GDP growth and thus cleaner shocks going forward.

Second, given the Wold theorem, the linear VAR should be a good description of the

data, provided there are no structural breaks or other forms of non-stationarity. Including

the survey forecasts is helpful in this respect as they may partially capture slowly moving

local means (see e.g. Kozicki and Taylor, 1998), which a linear system in observed variables

cannot. Still, to verify the effect of potential structural changes, we estimate two alternative

specifications to the base line VAR. In one alternative specification, we consider time-varying

8Canova and Ferroni (2021) explicitly discuss the econometric pitfalls when using a VAR that has fewer

shocks than the true data generating process.
9We also verify that the long-term impulse responses, discussed in Section V, are quite similar.
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parameters, modeling the VAR parameters as random walks. The correlation between the

resulting residuals for GDP growth and inflation with those of the base line VAR are 0.97

and 0.94, respectively. In addition, we estimate a regime switching VAR version of the

baseline VAR, where all parameters, including the conditional variance of the residuals, can

switch regimes, with the regime variable a two state Markov chain with constant transition

probabilities. Once again, the results are robust and the correlation between the resulting

residuals for GDP growth and inflation with those of the baseline VAR are 0.98, respectively

0.99. These alternative models are estimated using Bayesian methods.

As a last robustness exercise, we re-ran our VAR with the most recently available “re-

vised” data, rather than with the first -release data. The reduced-form VAR residuals for

first-release inflation and real GDP growth have correlations with their final-revised coun-

terparts of 0.62 and 0.73, respectively. Those imperfect correlations naturally feed through

to the inverted supply and demand shocks (see the plot in Online Appendix G). The large

(recessionary) shocks are largely the same for final-revised versus first-release data, but there

are some notable deviations regarding the smaller quarter-to-quarter shocks. The correla-

tion between first release and final-revised shocks for supply and demand are 0.55 and 0.79,

respectively.

V Empirical Applications

We now use our identified aggregate supply and demand shocks in two empirical ex-

ercises. First, we ask whether the shocks satisfy the long-run Keynesian restrictions often

imposed on structural VARs. Second, we formally characterize whether historical recessions

are supply or demand driven, devoting special attention to the Great Recession and the

Covid pandemic.
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A Long-run effect of supply and demand shocks

In this section, we verify whether our “weak” but rather non-controversial short-term

restrictions are consistent with the long-run Blanchard and Quah restrictions (1989). They

associate supply shocks with shocks that have a permanent effect on output and demand

shocks with shocks that have only a temporary effect on output, identified through “long-

run” restrictions on impulse responses from simple VARs.10 While such long-run restrictions

are used frequently in empirical macroeconomics, they have been often criticized. Lippi

and Reichlin (1993) show that long-run restrictions implicitly require making additional

assumptions on the moving average representation of the VAR, which are not implied by

theory. Faust and Leeper (1997) show that inference regarding such long-run restrictions

can be quite unreliable, and propose to use short-run restrictions, relying on medium- to

long-horizon restrictions only as an informal diagnostic. Baumeister and Hamilton (2015)

propose to use the long-run restrictions as a prior belief in Bayesian setting to complement

alternative restrictions. Given these criticisms, we focus on medium rather than long run

restrictions, using a horizon of 20 quarters, as is common in more recent literature (see

Francis et al, 2014.)

Returning to our baseline VAR model, we can use the estimates of the loading matrices,

 and  , together with the feedback matrix, , to calculate impulse response functions

for the endogenous variables to one standard deviation supply and demand shocks.11 In

particular, the cumulative response  periods ahead, + , of variables in the VAR is

10They obtain full identification by also assuming that neither shock has a long-run effect on unemployment

in a bivariate VAR with output and unemployment. Subsequent work adds price variables to the basic VAR

(see, e.g. King, Plosser, Stock and Watson, 1991, and Bayoumi and Eichengreen, 1993.)
11We estimate c  by regressing the shocks to the infomation variables onto the estimated supply and

demand shocks. This procedure results in loadings of shocks to  (+1) onto supply and demand shocks of
−00213 and 00289, respectively. Similarly, shocks to  (+1) load onto supply and demand shocks with
coefficients of 00911 and 00432, respectively. All of these loadings are statistically different from zero at the
one percent level. Thus, survey expectations mimic the structural behavior of the realized macroeconomic

data with respect to AS and AD shocks. The relative loading of  (+1) onto supply shocks is larger than
for the actual GDP shocks, consistent with supply shocks having a prolonged effect on expected growth.
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given by

+ =
X
=1

b

⎡⎢⎣ cc 

⎤⎥⎦ (12)

Results for the cumulative response (over 20 quarters) of (log) real GDP and the price level

are reported in Table 4. The cumulative response of GDP to positive supply shocks is posi-

tive, at 121%, consistent with supply shocks persistently increasing the productive capacity

of the economy, a feature of many Keynesian models. In contrast, demand shocks have no

significant cumulative effect on the level of GDP, with an insignificant cumulative response

of −005%, also consistent with the intuition and empirical results in Blanchard (1989). De-
mand shocks do have a persistent positive effect on the price level, estimated at 184% which

is statistically significant, consistent with demand shocks causing a temporary increase in

inflation, while supply shocks have a persistent negative effect on the price level, although

that coefficient is not significant. Thus, our identification scheme for supply and demand

shocks, while imposing very little economic structure, produces medium-term dynamics con-

sistent with those in popular Keynesian models identified through a more complex set of

restrictions.

B How supply and demand shocks drive U.S. recessions

A key application of our framework is to quantify the extent to which historical U.S. re-

cessions were driven by supply versus demand shocks, the subject of a large literature. Table

5 presents results of this exercise. For each NBER-defined recession since 1970, we estimate

the contribution of supply and demand shocks to the downturn in two different ways. Un-

der the first methodology, we simply calculate the sum of supply (and, separately demand)

shocks over the recession period and use the estimated loading matrix, c , to calculate the
effect of the total supply and demand shocks on real GDP. These results are presented in

the left columns of Table 5. For example, during the 1970:Q1-1970:Q4 recession, GDP de-

creases by 1.14% out of which 1.47% is attributed to a negative AS shock and 0.33% to a
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positive AD shock (-1.47%+0.33%=-1.14%). We also report 95% confidence intervals for the

point estimates in this table, which reflect the sampling uncertainty of c .12 The recessions
beginning in 1970 and 1973 featured large, statistically significant, negative supply shocks

with mild demand shock components that are actually positive. The 1980 recession appears

to have witnessed only small and insignificant supply and demand components. The more

severe 1981 recession is attributed more to demand than supply shocks, consistent with a

monetary policy-induced recession, although both types of shocks were important, statisti-

cally significant, drivers. The 1990 recession features both significantly negative demand and

supply shocks with supply shocks being more important. This pattern is reversed for the

2008-2009 Great Recession. The milder 2001 recession exhibited negative demand shocks,

which are statistically significant, but the supply shocks were positive.

The second method that we employ calculates “aggregated shocks,” recognizing that

the effects of shocks may be larger or smaller than their simple sum implies, under the

dynamics implied by the estimated VAR. In particular, we define aggregated GDP shocks

by computing

+ =
+X
=1

+ −−1
+X
=1

+ (13)

which measure the cumulative shortfall of real GDP (over the  periods of each recession)

relative to expectations under the VAR on the eve of the recessions. Aggregate shocks for

inflation, + , are defined analogously. The components of these aggregated shocks that

are due to supply and demand are calculated by multiplying + and + (which are

functions of the residuals + and +  = 1  ) by c−1. Finally, supply and demand

shocks are rescaled by  and  to put the results into units of GDP growth. The results of

this exercise are reported in the right two columns of Table 5. We also report 95% confidence

intervals for the point estimates in this part of the table, now reflecting sampling uncertainty

of c as well as the VAR parameters. The estimated cumulative impact of the shocks is much

12To do so, we calculate the estimated supply and demand effects for each recession using estimates of 
from each of 10,000 bootstrapped samples in the “outer bootstrap” described in Online Appendix B.
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larger than implied by the first methodology, consistent with persistence implied by the 

matrix. Still, a consistent picture emerges: recessions up through the one that began in 1980

were predominantly supply driven. Starting with the 1981 recession, most recessions were

more demand driven, again with the 1990 recession as an exception. The Great Recession

is estimated to have both a large supply and a large demand component, with the demand

component dominating.

For the first four recessions, we can compare our results with results in the classic

Gali (1992) article. His set-up is more complex than ours in that he distinguishes not only

between supply and demand (his “IS”) shocks, but also money supply and demand shocks.

Gali provides variance decompositions for the first 4 recessions in terms of the different

shocks. The seventies recessions are predominantly supply driven (with the 1973 recession

78% driven by supply shocks); and the eighties recessions are predominantly demand driven

(although money supply shocks account for 38% of the 1981-1982 recession). Thus, our

results are broadly consistent with Gali’s.

C The Great Recession

The Great Recession of 2008-2009 deserves special attention because it generated a

huge literature on its origins and economic effects. While the crisis was financial in nature,

it is still of substantial economic interest to ascertain whether it was primarily supply or

demand driven. This is useful for judging the appropriateness of policy responses (e.g. fiscal

or monetary stimulus to counteract adverse demand shocks; tax cuts or structural reform

to mitigate adverse supply shocks). A great many articles address the question using a

large variety of economic models and empirical techniques. Mian and Sufi (2014) use micro

data to argue that a deterioration in household balance sheets, and the accompanying lower

consumption, ultimately was the main determinant of the sharp decline in aggregate U.S.

employment between 2007 and 2009. Benguria and Taylor (2020) study historical financial

crises including the Great Recession from the perspective of a small open economy model
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to identify whether crises are demand or supply driven. They conclude that financial crises,

including the Great Recession, predominantly represent a negative shock to demand.

While Mulligan (2011, 2012) does not couch his analysis in terms of aggregate demand

and supply shocks, his analysis of labor market distortions during the Great Recession points

to supply factors, such as government regulations reducing incentives to work, and higher

real wages contributing to lower labor hours. Supply shocks then explain why the Great

Recession lasted so long. Ireland (2011) uses a New Keynesian micro-founded model to

conclude that the Great Recession was caused by a mixture of supply and demand shocks.

Ireland’s model features 4 structural shocks and he identifies preference and monetary policy

shocks as “demand shocks,” and technology and cost push shocks as “supply shocks,” exactly

because they satisfy our definition in equation (2). Note that in many DSGE models, certain

structural shocks may have both the supply and demand effects we describe depending on

the parameter values.

Relative to this literature, our approach is minimalistic, as we only use GDP growth

and inflation data (in addition to survey data), and weak sign restrictions on their responses

to demand and supply shocks. Yet, this suffices to obtain identification, and delivers results

consistent with the results from Ireland’s (2011) model. While aggregate demand shocks

dominate, cumulating to -3.01%, aggregate supply shocks are also important, cumulating to

-2.39%. Using our first (second) methodology, demand shocks account for 59.1% (55.1%)

of the total negative shock. Clearly, if the Great Recession was driven by a pure demand

shock, it would have been more deflationary. In terms of magnitudes, the Great Recession

shocks were of the same order of magnitude as the shocks for the 1981-1982 recession, with

the supply (demand) shocks more (less) severe.

D The Covid Crisis

Our final application is to decompose the shocks to real GDP growth during the Covid-

19 pandemic and its aftermath. To do so, we estimate (out-of-sample) residuals from the
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VAR for 2020:Q1 through 2021:Q2. We then uncover the supply and demand shocks using

equation (2), and scale them by  and , respectively, to estimate the effect on GDP.

The results are reported in Table 5. Once again, 95% confidence intervals are also reported

to reflect sampling uncertainty in c . The shock to GDP in 2020:Q1 was very large by
historical standards (−163%) and was driven in roughly equal proportions by supply and
demand shocks. (All growth rates cited in this section are quarterly, not annualized.) The

shock in 2020:Q2 was unprecedented in size, with GDP unexpectedly declining by −881%.
According to our decomposition, demand and supply shocks contributed about equally to the

decline. That both kinds of shocks affected the macroeconomy is potentially consistent with

Guerrieri et al (2020) who argue that supply shocks may have fed back to spur additional

demand shocks during the Covid-19 pandemic (although such interplay between supply and

demand shocks would violate our assumption of independence).

Table 6 also shows the shocks during the initial phase of the economic recovery, from

2020:Q3 to 2021:Q1. There was a large, positive shock to real GDP in 2020:Q3 relative to

expectations under the VAR. (As a reminder, expectations for real GDP growth under the

VAR load strongly on survey forecasts, suggesting that SPF forecasters were also substan-

tially surprised by the speed of the recovery.) The net positive shock of 495% is estimated

to consist of a positive contribution of 622% from demand, and a contribution of −127%
from supply. The negative supply shock during the recovery phase could reflect that supply

bottlenecks continued to worsen even as the economy recovered, which is plausible in light of

the uneven pace of reopening across sectors and geographic regions. In 2020:Q4, demand and

supply shocks were small and insignificant, as was the total shock to real GDP. Finally, in

2021:Q1 there was a positive shock of 085% to real GDP growth, which reflected a positive

shock to demand. Thus, through the end of this sample, the recovery was hampered by a

lack of positive supply shocks.

The 2021-2022 macroeconomic landscape was dominated by an inflationary surge against

the backdrop of both large adverse aggregate supply shocks (a war between Russia and
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the Ukraine; continued lockdowns in China) and large Covid-related and post-Covid fiscal

stimulus packages. Monetary policy started to tighten and increase interest rates. In such

an economic environment, the relative importance of AS and AD shocks is obviously an

important ingredient in the debates among economists, policy makers and market observers

about the right policy response.

VI Conclusion

In this article, we show how to combine minimal short-term sign restrictions with intu-

itive higher-order moments of inflation and real GDP growth to identify aggregate demand

and aggregate supply shocks for the US economy. Methodologically, our set-up can be ex-

tended to other structural VARs, as long statistically significant higher order moments are

available to aid identification.13 In a robustness section, we show that our results survive in

various alternative specifications, including a “large” VAR, a regime -switching VAR and a

VAR with time-varying parameters.

Empirically, we show that the methodology generates AS and AD shocks that satisfy

popular long-run restrictions used in the Keynesian literature to identify structural VARs.

We also find that the relative importance of the AS and AD shocks in the seventies and

eighties recessions are in line with earlier work by Gali (1992). We attribute the Great

Recession slightly more to AD shocks than to AS shocks, but the latter are still quite

important, accounting for more than 40% of the total negative shocks. A similar picture

emerges for the Covid-19 crisis. While the crisis precipitated unprecedented large negative

supply and demand shocks, the recovery starting in 2020:Q3 has been surprisingly strong

with respect to demand shocks. In contrast, supply shocks have continued to be negative,

on net, during the recovery. This is consistent with additional supply bottlenecks continuing

to hamper economic activity, and putting upward pressure on inflation.

13See Bekaert, Engstrom, and Ermolov, 2021, for an application to the US term structure.
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Table 1: VAR Specification Tests and Parameter Estimates

Panel A: Specification tests

Info Criteria Q pvals

lags info vars AICc BIC  
1 no 5602 5901 0000 0852
2 no 5444 5876 0168 0966
1 yes 4906 5338 0836 0222
2 yes 4967 5532 0563 0563

Panel B: Parameter estimates

−1 −1 −1 () −1 ()
 04104 00287 06133 −00116

(01312) (00519) (01225) (00727)

 −03420 01513 02868 08190
(02202) (00963) (02104) (02243)

 (+1) 02355 00579 07285 −00029
(00440) (00178) (00419) (00240)

 (+1) −01975 −00558 01749 08230
(00969) (00557) (01252) (00993)

Notes: Data are quarterly 1968Q4-2020Q1. VAR variables include the log

growth rate of real GDP, the log growth grate of the GDP deflator, and, for

specifications including information variables, one-quarter ahead forecasts for

real GDP growth and inflation of the GDP price deflator, both from the Survey

of Professional forecasters. In Panel A, results under “Info Criteria” columns

are Bayesian information criteria for various VAR specifications. AICc and BIC

refer to the Akaike and Schwarz criteria, respectively. To calculate the AICc

and BIC criteria, for all specifications we use the residuals and parameter count

for just the first two elements of the VAR: GDP growth and inflation. Results

under “Q” columns are p-values for Ljung Box Q tests of autocorrelation for the

VAR’s inflation residual ( ) and its GDP growth residual (

 ) at the 1-quarter

horizon. In Panel B, we report estimates for the matrix  in the estimated

VAR equation +1 =  +  + . OLS point estimates are reported with
bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 2: Inflation and GDP growth moments

Panel A: Second-order moments

 ()  ()  ( )
03181 05829 −01654
(00402) (00855) (00981)

Panel B: Scaled (co-)skewness

 (  )  (  )  (  )  (  )
02968 01016 −03934 02325
(03528) (02152) (02499) (02094)

Panel C: Scaled excess (co-)kurtosis

 (   )  (   )
14610 17987

(05519) (08036)

 (   )  (   )  (   )
12212 −03382 −06680

(04804) (07088) (04656)

Panel D: Jarque-Bera Tests for non-Gaussianity (p-vals)

 ( )  0001
 ( )  0001
 (  


 )  0001

Notes: Data are quarterly 1968Q4-2020Q1. VAR setup is +1 = ++.
Variables include the log growth rate of real GDP, the log growth grate of the

GDP deflator, and one-quarter ahead forecasts for real GDP growth and infla-

tion of the GDP price deflator, both from the Survey of Professional Forecasters.

The time series  and  are the residuals for inflation and real GDP growth.
The notation  () denotes the unconditional standard deviation of  , and
 ( ) denotes the unconditional correlation between the two time series.
The notation for third and fourth-order moments is as follows:  (  )

denotes the unconditional, scaled third-order moment 
h
()

3
i

h
()

2
i32

the symbol  notation is used for excess kurtosis moments. All indicated
unconditional, scaled, third- and fourth-order moments are in excess of what

would be implied by the Gaussian distribution. Bootstrapped standard errors

are reported in parentheses. Panel D reports the p-values for univariate and a

bivariate Jarques-Bera test for Gaussianity.
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Table 3: One-step CMD Identification

Panel A: Parameter estimatesb b b b
02423 02292 04974 03626
(00634) (00333) (00792) (00853)

c c
24537 24328
(05924) (06718)

Panel B: Fitted second-order moments

 ()  ()  ( )
03181 05829 −01654
(00402) (00855) (00981)
[03344] [06177] [−01840]

Panel C: Fitted fourth-order moments

 (   )  (   )
14610 17987
(05519) (08036)
[12260] [13392]

 (   )  (   )  (   )
12212 −03382 −06680
(04804) (07088) (04656)
[12443] [−02954] [−05990]

 − 
110 (058)

Notes: Data are quarterly 1968Q4-2020Q1. In Panel A, the parameter esti-

mates from the one-step CMD exercise described in the text are reported. In

Panel B, the times series  and 

 are the residuals for inflation and real GDP

growth from the optimal VAR identified in the previous section. The notation

 () denotes the unconditional standard deviation of  , and  ( ) de-
notes the unconditional correlation between the two time series. In Panel C,

the notation for fourth-order moments is as follows:  (   ) denotes

the unconditional excess cross-kurtosis moment
(22)

()() − 2 ( ) and

other moments similarly denote corresponding unconditional, scaled, fourth-

order moments in excess of what would be implied by the Gaussian distribu-

tion. Bootstrapped standard errors are reported in parentheses. Numbers in

square brackets denote the fitted values for each statistic under the one-step

estimation procedure described in the text. The J-statistic and p-value are for

the overidentification test of the CMD system.
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Table 4: Cumulative impulse response functions

shock real GDP level price level

demand −005% 184%∗∗∗

(5433%) (000%)

supply 121%∗∗∗ −089%
(001%) (9401%)

Notes: Cumulative VAR Impulse Responses of Real GDP and Aggregate

Price Level to One Standard Deviation Demand and Supply Shocks. The

sample is quarterly 1968Q4-2019Q4. The VAR setup is +1 =  +  +∙

 

¸ ∙



¸
+ . where  is the vector of GDP growth, inflation and their

one period ahead Survey of Professional Forecasters expectations, and  and 



are pre-estimated supply and demand shocks, respectively. Impulse responses

are cumulative over 20 quarters including the quarter where the shock hap-

pened. Numbers in parentheses are probabilities that the impulse response is

less than 0 obtained from 10,000 block-bootstrap samples of historical length.

The asterisks, ***, correspond to statistical significance at the 1% level.
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Table 5: Decomposition of recession shocks

individual shocks aggregate shock

NBER recession demand supply demand supply

1970:Q1-1970:Q4 046 −086 033 −147
(009 085) (−148−046) (−010 080) (−239−047)

1973:Q4-1975:Q1 019 −108 325 −896
(−153 093) (−511−060) (176 474) (−1125−633)

1980:Q1-1980:Q2 011 −029 045 −135
(−027 073) (−108 115) (013 096) (−234 028)

1981:Q3-1982:Q4 −240 −108 −411 −119
(−323−057) (−289 009) (−587−084) (−425 177)

1990:Q4-1991:Q1 −048 −085 −072 −102
(−074−005) (−139−025) (−105−011) (−175−049)

2001:Q2-2001:Q4 −035 064 −119 005
(−057−015) (021 094) (−154−047) (−088 046)

2008:Q1-2009:Q2 −091 −063 −301 −239
(−146−025) (−176−001) (−421−083) (−471−143)

Notes: Decomposition of Real GDP Growth into Demand and Supply Com-

ponents during NBER Recessions. Individual GDP shocks decomposition are

computed as
P+

=1 

 (demand component) and

P+
=1 


 (supply com-

ponent), where  is the first time point of a recession which lasts for  quar-

ters. Aggregate GDP shocks decompositions are computed by first computingP+
=1  −−1

P+
=1  and

P+
=1  −−1

P+
=1  to identify the cumula-

tive shocks to growth and inflation over the recession, where expectations are

computed using the VAR. Supply and demand shocks are then computed using

the inversion formula

∙ bb
¸
= c−1 ∙ bb

¸
. Units are real GDP, cumulative

log difference x100. Figures in parentheses are 95 percent confidence intervals

based on the bootstrapped covariance matrix for
h bci.
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Table 6: Decomposing the COVID recession

GDP shock demand component supply component

2020:Q1 −163 −088 −075
(−175−152) (−120−024) (−142−045)

2020:Q2 −881 −457 −424
(−926−857) (−615−117) (−765−270)

2020:Q3 495 622 −127
(−083 909) (222 773) (−648 611)

2020:Q4 −117 −077 −040
(−218 055) (−134−001) (−190 1 24)

2021:Q1 085 083 002
(076 095) (033 098) (−016 051)

Notes: Decomposition of Real GDP Growth into Demand and Supply Com-

ponents during the COVID recession. Individual GDP shocks decompositions

are computed as

∙ bb
¸
= c−1 ∙ bb

¸
, where b and b are the residuals for

inflation and real GDP growth based on the VAR parameters in Table 2. Units

are real GDP, log difference x100. Figures in parentheses are 95% confidence

intervals based on the bootstrapped covariance matrix for c .
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Figure 1: Reduced-form shocks
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Notes: Data are quarterly 1968Q4-2020Q1. VAR setup is +1 = ++
. Variables include the log growth rate of real GDP, the log growth rate

(multiplied by 400) of the GDP deflator, and one-quarter ahead forecasts for

real GDP growth and inflation of the GDP price deflator, both from the Survey

of Professional Forecasters. The top panel plots VAR residuals for inflation.

The bottom panel plots residuals for real GDP growth. NBER recessions are

shaded in gray.
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Figure 2: Identification Step-by-Step
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Notes: The lines in the top panel depict all possible configurations of the

vector [   ] that are consistent with the sample covariance matrix
reported in Table 3, as well as the sign restrictions. The bottom panel shows

the J statistic results from the exercise: conditional on each configuration of

[   ] in the top panel,  and , the excess kurtosis of supply
and demand shocks, respectively, are estimated to fit the univariate kurtosis

moments and the cross kurtosis moment reported in Table 3 as well as possible.

The horizontal line in the bottom panels depicts the 5% rejection level for the

2 (3). The large, solid, markers in the top panel represent the point estimates
for the vector [   ] that result from the one-step estimation de-

scribed in the text. The vertical line represents the minimum of the J-statistics

in the bottom panel.
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Figure 3: Recovered supply and demand shocks
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Notes: The top panel plots supply shocks and the bottom panel plots demand

shocks estimated using the equation∙ bb
¸
= c−1 ∙ bb

¸
where the reduced-form shocks  and  are recovered from the VAR and

estimates of  are recovered from the one-step CMD estimation described in

the text and point estimates reported in Table 3.
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